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The State Government has had a quick look at the

Report of the Committee for evolving a composite development

Index of States put on the website by the Ministry of Finance.

We are greatly disturbed by the approach followed by the

committee in respect of allocation of funds to the States. l€ive

below the preliminary remarks of the State Government on the

Report. We will send more detailed com,ments after exhaustive

e{amination.

The repoft of the Committee itself mentions that their

recommendatjons may be used to allocate some of th€

development funds that are allottccl by thq Centre to the States

Further the Committee mentions that this report is not intended

to replace existing methodologies, brit should be thought of as

one that will channel some of the fund aliocations. lt is

important to remember here that there is no uncommitted

corpus of funds with the Centre that can be allocated as

recommended bY the Comrnittee. lThe devolution of tax and

grants-in-aid are determined by the-'Finance Commission'in -



ir)

accordance with the provisions of the constitution' For

devolution of Plan funds there are established methods

developed over the last several decades by the Planning

Commission after exhaustive consultation with the States' The

present committee has not held consultations with the states or

other stakeholders and its report has been prepared over a very

short time of 4 months. lt would be totally against the provisions

of the Constitution, the concepts of fiscal federalism and the

existing scheme of devolution of development funds by the

Planning Commission to even consider implementation of any of

the recommendations of the committee. 
. - . . ;1-=,.; _.,- , .

I must also mention that even the methodology adopted

by the Committee is seriously flawed as it does not include major

economic factors such as agricultural production, production of

manufactured goods or power generatlon in giving shape to the

index of development. lt does not take into account-factors such

as demographic profile, the gender equation, productivity levels'\. ;

and extent of investment,Ioth domestic and private. This would \
be obvious from the fact that under the scheme proposed by ihq' -

'...'.
committee many advanced States would be eligible for a higher

allocation . of resources. Distribution of resources as

recommended bv the Committee would only help to aggravate

existing imbalances. .. _ ....]

The note of dissent submitted by Dr.Shaibal Gupta has

brought out some very relevant issue!.,'we compietely agi!t''



with the view expressed by Dr.6upta that the choice of Monthly

Per Capita Consumption Expenditure (MPCE) in place of Per

capita GSDP is out of place. MFCE does not reflect production

and income derived from production. In States to which there is

inflow of foreign and dornestic remittances, as in Kerala, MPCE

would give a distorted picture of the level of development. As

Dr.Gupta has pointed out, MPCE also does not take into account

differences in the prevailing level of inflation in different States.

He has stated that there could be price differentials as high as 30

to 40 per cent between States. Dr.Gupta has also pointed to the

fact thatthe Committee has.chosen a. mix of parameters,some of.

which are based on outcome and some on" background or

process variable", while the original decision of the Comm-ittee

was only to choose outcome related variables.

The Report also does not take into account the fiscal

capacity of States. A State that is heavily dependent for its

income on the service sector is automatically disadvantaged iq. ; ':,

terms of capacity to collect revenue becaqse it Sets no share of

Service Tax. The Report also does not take into account the

mandate given under Article 280(3) ibb) and 280(3) @ of the
t

Constitution relating to measures to augment the Consolidated

Fund of a state to strengthen local bodies.

In conclusion, I would like to relterate our serious

concerns regarding the recommendations of the Committee.on

allocation of funds for development. We would strongly urge the
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Government of India not to accept the recommendations of the
Lommrttee and to leave the devolution of resources to the
Finance Commissien and the planntng commission as at present.

With regards,

Yours sincerel
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Dr. Manmohan Singh
Hon'ble prime Minister
New Delhi

of India


